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Anna Coleman Ladd was inspired to offer her talent as an artist to help soldiers in France after reading an
article about Francis Derwent Wood and his "Tin Noses Shop" in England (where Wood was creating masks for
disfigured soldiers).
Anna's husband, Dr. Maynard Ladd, was already in France organizing pediatric hospitals. Anna prevailed upon
his Red Cross connections to help her establish the Studio for Portrait Masks for Mutilated Soldiers in Paris.
By November of 1917 Anna had found prospective clients from the front-line hospitals. Shortly after that, with
the help of Diana Blair (from the Harvard Medical unit), Jane Poupelet (a French sculptor) and two English
sculptors (Louise Brent and Robert Vlerick), she was ready to open the studio. 
Anna didn't want to just hide the soldier's disfigurement. She wanted to restore his sense of self - "his
personality, his hopes and ambitions." To do this she created a homelike environment where the men would
feel at ease. The studio was filled with light and laughter.
Anna and her assistants took time to talk with the men, to get to know them. She often interviewed friends and
family members and pored over pictures of the man before the war.
The first step, in the actual process of restoring a mutilé's face, was to make a plaster cast of his damaged
face. Then, using the information garnered from her interviews and photographs, Anna would build-up the
missing or ruined features on the plaster cast until the soldier said, "C'est moi!" (It's me!).
Next a gutta percha (a type of latex) mask was made of the area that need to be restored. Some masks
covered the whole face but most were partial masks, covering a chin and one cheek, or a nose and an eye,
whatever had been damaged.
The gutta percha mask was suspended in a copper bath for two days until a thin film of copper was deposited
on it, resulting in a light weight copper mask that could be painted. Anna painted the mask while it was on the
man's face to better match his skin tones.
Eyes were painted on if needed but eyelashes, eyebrows and even mustaches were created with fine copper
wire that looked natural and would withstand the occasional mustachio twirling so popular with Frenchmen.
Most masks were held in place with spectacles but, if a soldier didn't want glasses, Anna found alternative
methods, like thin wire or ribbon, to secure the mask.
To further create a natural effect, a small hole was left between the new lips so a man could smoke a cigarette
while wearing his mask. A video of Anna at her studio still exists in which you can see Anna and her assistants
creating and fitting masks on soldiers.
The average cost of the masks was only $18 due, in large part, to the fact that Anna's services were donated.
Reports vary as to the number of masks that Anna and her team created. Some say 60, others say over 100.
But the impact on the lives of the soldiers they helped—and their families—is immeasurable.
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